
KYLE PEPPERS

For over 15 years I’ve used human-centered design to create human-centered services. My process 
draws on the power of teams and my experience across a variety of disciplines, a foundation I 
wouldn’t trade for the world.

LIFE LESSONS

CERTIFIED LESSONS

ITERATIVE LESSONS

kjpeppers@gmail.com · kylepeppers.com · 202.340.3692

MBA - Johns Hopkins University Carey Business School
MA, Design Leadership–Maryland Institute College of Art
Innagural class of the dual-degree Design Leadership program applying human-centered design to 
business strategy. 

BA, Liberal Arts–The Evergreen State College
Focus: Cultural Anthropology

Innovation Design Strategist
6.14–Today Self Employed
Lessons: Design Strategy · Curricula Design · Strategic Disruption
Clients:  City of Sacramento, Scott Harvey Wines, Amador Vintners Association; 
 Curiosity Atlas–Google, YouTube, Brookfield Residential, Mozilla, Hannaford Grocery, 

Genentech, Princess Cruises, Oakland Public Library, ICI/Toyota Innovation Lab

Using human-centered design, partner with clients to reignite curiosity to solve 
wicked challenges in product development, the employee experience, and long-
term strategic direction. Co-design immersive programs, curricula, workshops, 
design sprints, and events to uncover and align audience need with strategic 
business goals. 

Design Fellow
09.13–12.13 MICA Center for Social Design
Lessons: Observational Research · Service Design · Audience Engagement
Client: Johns Hopkins Center for Injury Research and Policy

Worked with a multi-disciplinary team of undergraduate students in observational 
and data-driven research and ideation. Developed a more inclusive, user-centric 
learning environment to improve information retention and impact as they relate 
to wellbeing and safety in the home.

Operations and Special Programs Manager
01.08–09.12 Catholics for Choice
Lessons: Human Resource Oversight · Project & Budget Management

Realigned operations and HR protocols to better embody the organization mission 
in workplace culture. Championed interdisciplinary teams and collaboration 
across departments. Directed global strategy for the Condoms4Life campaign.
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ITERATIVE LESSONS (cont.)
Media and Events Designer
02.06–01.07 Gay City Health Project
Lessons: Experience Design · Brand Strategy · Creative Direction

Developed mission-driven branding and design strategy. Produced all events 
from concept design to execution, yielding a 60% increase in revenue. 
Strategically leveraged partner relationships to maximize budget. Managed vendor 
relationships and cause-marketing partnerships.

MPowerment Project Program Coordinator
10.01–12.05 Lifelong AIDS Alliance
Lessons: Mentorship · Collaborative Leadership · Program Management

Developed a behavior change and service model to teach LGBTQ youth to apply 
design principles in HIV/AIDS prevention efforts. 58% of participants self-
reported positive behavior change. Directed production and operations for 20 
large-scale events reaching more than 6,000 youth. Secured over $550,000 in 
new foundation and government grants. Recruited and developed a team of 10 
interns, designers, and staff. Founded a youth-focused collaborative professional 
organization to better leverage community strengths & resources.

KYLE PEPPERS

PERSONAL LESSONS

LESSONS LEARNED

Student Mentor 
05.14–Today Design for America UC Davis

Teach and guide undergraduate students through the human-centered design 
process in the context of real-world social challenges.

Program Chair
05.17–Today Creativity+

Founded and conduct BrainTrust–a design and innovation effort to bring 
together Sacramento’s creative community to tackle strategic civic challenges 
in partnership with city leaders. The process includes observational interviews, 
synthesis, collaborative ideation, and prototyping. 

Graphic Designer
08.14–Today Sacramento LGBTQ Film Festival

Rebranded the film festival to better align with organizational strategy. Plan, 
develop, and design all printed and digital collateral.

Over the course of all my iterations I’ve learned a lot of lessons; most of them enjoyable, many of 
them wonderfully uncomfortable, each of them an outstanding story.

Laughing in the face of danger · Prototyping · Carpentry · Appreciating appendages · Furniture design 
· Idea translation · Program management · Branding · Staff development · Adobe InDesign/Illustrator/
Photoshop · Vendor herding · Strategic Facilitation · Juggling priorities · Drag-based make-up tips · 
Prevention outreach to sex workers · Audience engagement · Community partnerships


